Detecting and exploring partially unfolded states of proteins using a sensor with chaperone bound to its surface.
We have developed a sensor concept capable of discriminating environments that induce proteins to enter unfolding intermediate states. Such a sensor detects the presence of environmental stressors such as chemical agents in aqueous media, thermal stress or the presence of ionizing or non-ionizing radiation by monitoring the conformation state of a "sensor protein". In this paper, we demonstrate the concept by using surface plasmon resonance to monitor binding of thermally and chemically stressed sensor proteins to a chaperone, alpha-crystallin, bound to the sensor surface. Citrate synthase and insulin were used as example sensor proteins to detect the presence of thermal stress and chemical stress, respectively. It was shown that alpha-crystallin retained its chaperone action after immobilization on the Biacore sensor chip. The binding of early and late unfolding intermediates of citrate synthase was discriminated using the association and dissociation behaviour of the binding. The sensor is therefore capable of assessing the severity of an environmental stress.